
How to minimise food waste



Observe

What is creating food waste? Monitor everything from purchasing routines to

what is left on the guests’ plates. 

  

  

  

  

  

Create good routines

How can your operation prevent food waste? Incorporate good daily routines in

your operation.

  

  

  

  

Assess

Have you achieved the goals you set out? Decide on measurable goals that allow

for measuring the effects of your efforts. Good statistics and regular reporting

makes the follow-up exciting and motivates to continue the work.

  

Reducing food waste 
There are both economic and environmental gains to be achieved by reducing food waste. These following measures will
help you in achieving both.

Register
How big is the food waste? Weigh all the food that is thrown away and

take note of what is thrown and where most of the food is thrown.
  
  

Inform & motivate
How can we achieve results? Take extra care of good training and motivate

staff by involving them in the processes and by guiding and by following-up on
the work.
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When the work with incorporating procedures to minimise food waste are in place,

calculate how much the food waste costs. By optimising your purchasing and minimising

food waste, you can save on purchasing costs and the environment by not buying produce

that is not going to be used.



Plan your menu. Make sure fresh produce can be used in several different dishes. Choose dishes

according to the season. 

Plan your purchases while planning the menu. Incorporate good practices for ordering produce.

Wait as long as possible in ordering fresh produce with short expiration dates to ensure the best

possible quality. 

Have a good overview of what you have in stock in the refrigerator, freezer and pantry. Store

all the produce according to the expiry date - produce with a long expiry date should be placed

furthest back. Ensure good circulation of all produce.



Storage of food products

Unprepared food

Prepared food

Vegetables and fruits
are mainly to be stored  

in a refrigerator.
Keep in mind that many

fruits and vegetables
produce ethylene in the

ripening process, and
therefore e.g. apples and

tomatoes should be
stored separately from

bananas.

Tomato,
cucumber, garlic, fresh

ginger, aubergine, squash,
apples, melons, bananas and
papayas should be stored in
room temperature. Fruit like

pear, kiwi, nectarine, plum and
avocado should ripen in

room temperature
before storing
in the fridge. Use tight boxes or bags

to store opened packages

If you have prepared too

much food, you can use it

later by freezing or vacuum

packing it directly.

Remember to mark
everything that is frozen or

vacuum packed with the
date and the contents.



Use accurate preparation

plans, follow the recipe

and use the recommended

amount of produce for the

amount of people you are

preparing for.

Cook in several batches

to ensure minimal food

waste.

When preparing meat,

fish or vegetables, make

sure you don’t cut off

too much of the

produce.

Cooking



Portioning. Use a weight table when portioning the food and avoid over-portioning . Offer big and small portions with our

without price differences.

Buffets. Ensure enough time for developing good routines for serving. Think about how much is served at the same

time and find good solutions for circulation and checking-up on the buffet.

Avoid cutting up too much bread. Many follow a low carbohydrates diet, meaning many eat less bread.

Therefore ask the guest if they want bread with their meal before placing it on the table. Ask guests with celiac

disease if they want more of other ingredients, like salad, instead of bread.

Use customized serving equipment when putting out food. Use teaspoons, forks and small scoops for

side dishes. Use smaller plates and bowls.

Train staff to take orders in the way preferred at your establishment. If guests receive the

food as they expect to, you avoid sending dishes back to the kitchen as food waste. Inform the

guests of what the menu entails and offer alternative, optional side dishes.



Use leftovers to soups,
sauces and vegetable
broths. Use leftover

bread for toast to make
croutons. Use leftover

fruit to make smoothies
or fruitsalad.

If you have purchased too
much vegetables, freeze

them if they are within the
expiry date. If you’ve boiled
too many vegetables, cool

them and then freeze them.
Frozen vegetables can be
used later in sauces and

soups.

Re-use of
food

If you have leftover food
that is edible, contact local
charities and organisations

that have created
foodbanks. Ensure the food

is stored, packaged and
transported accordingly to

the foodbank. 

Offer guests the option to
take leftover food with
them as “doggy bags”.

Inform the guests that the
food should be placed in a

refrigerator within two
hours or earlier according

to the produce.



In order to minimise food waste in industry kitchens, it is important that all staff members are

trained and motivated to participate in the efforts. The work must be easy, properly organised

and perceived as meaningful and providing results. Therefore ensure that you have clear goals

and good reporting routines in place, because being able to see how much is thrown or wasted

will motivate staff best to reduce the food waste.



Training, communication & motivation 

Involve key people
in the work in order
to involve everyone

and lead by
example.

Provide staff with
information about

food waste and use
established

meetings to discuss
the matter.

Connect the food
waste with purchase

costs and have a good
overview and control

over purchased-, used-
and prepared

amounts. Register  
the sales.

Ensure the
preventive work is

connected with your
establishment’s

environmental work
and plans.



Informing staff about the work and progress is

important in order to achieve financial and

environmental savings, but it is also important to

communicate the work towards the guests in order

for them to participate and gain knowledge of the

matter. Involve the guests by explaining the

environmental benefits of their actions.



Training, communication & motivation 

To reduce misunderstandings due to cultural differences or language barriers, use easy
messages with graphics and images in the information material provided to guests.

Focus on food waste in the organisation through internal procedures and use your
creativity to reward desirable behaviour.

Inform guests through different means, e.g. by notes, messages about
sustainability and your establishment’s environmental work, to participate in the
efforts to reduce food waste.



Working with the reduction of food waste will have a positive effect on the environmental and

sustainability work of your establishment. To highlight your work in this area, you can

participate in different campaigns and events, e.g. World Food Day, World Vegetarian Day, 

Week for Waste Reduction etc. to further engage guests and staff. You can also organise special

events dedicated to the use of leftover food, create recipes for the use of leftovers, participate

in joint campaigns with other nearby establishments etc. - your imagination is the limit!
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